
Datafusion™
A Powerful Alliance in the Fight Against Transaction Laundering

Overview

Datafusion is a collaborative integration program between G2 Web Services and Aperia that maps fraudulent networks and fights 
transaction laundering.

Transaction laundering occurs when seemingly legitimate merchants process credit card transactions for unknown and often illicit 
businesses. Syndicates or fraud rings are becoming more and more common through a tangled web of e-commerce websites, front 
websites, different payment options and illegal goods and services. A recent fraud network map started with a single Datafusion lead and 
through the process exposed twenty-two different front merchants and twenty-eight front sites. Datafusion™ combines acquirer, issuer, 
and gateway data in three novel ways. 

1. G2’s Merchant Map™, with intelligence on 120 million websites over nearly 15 years

2. Data from Argus Information, which analyzes 95% of credit card transactions 

3. Aperia, which offers fraud solutions that access the traffic of over 6 million merchants

This means you find test transactions more rapidly, uncover laundering networks more extensively and understand telltale data points so 
you disrupt transaction laundering hidden among your merchants with less burden on your teams. 

More data means more connections and more connections results in more laundering discovered. The future of fraud protection will 
depend on collaboration, and Datafusion is another way that G2 and Aperia are innovating together to strengthen the fight against 
transaction laundering. 
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About Aperia 
 
Aperia delivers applications and custom development to the financial 
services industry in the payment space. Their products create 
efficiencies and drive revenue for partners using Big Data. Aperia 
provides valuable services including application  
on-boarding, security solutions, risk management, detailed customer 
reporting and statements, as well as industry leading CRM solutions.

Find out more at www.aperia.com.

About G2 Web Services 
 
G2 Web Services, a Verisk business, is a global technology and services 
company that helps banks, processors and their partners ensure safer 
and more profitable commerce. Clients use G2’s tools and expertise to 
perform better due diligence and monitoring so they can grow their 
portfolios and manage changing rules and regulations while taking on 
acceptable risk.


